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Chinese Propaganda
and its development



Chinese External
Propaganda

Reducing fears that China is a threat to neighbouring
countries
Securing access to resources and energy
Building alliances and weaken Taiwan’s relations with the
International Community
Promoting a multipolar world and constraint U.S. global
power

Strategic Goals

peaceful rise
do not seek hegemony
CCP no longer an authoritarian regime
US are not seen as a strategic adversary

Characteristics according to the Chinese Governament



 Propaganda and
Soft Power

In 1980s Joseph Nye created a definition of Soft
Power, so “a country’s ability to influence others
without resorting to coercive pressure”



Chinese approach
toward Italy

Narrative: Fostering a positive perception, downplay of
ideological differences and critics, focus on common
economic interests

Content dissemination: cooperation with Italian media
through content-sharing agreement

2019 Memorandum of Understanding where Rai and Ansa
signed bilateral agreements with China Media Group
(CMG) and Xinhua respectively. This led to increased
coverage of news related to China, usually without any
editing and/or source by the Italian providers.



Title: “China: high-speed railway a
symbol of prosperity”

Photo : Ghiretti, Francesca , and Lorenzo Mariani. “One Belt One Voice: Chinese Media in Italy.” IAI Papers, vol. 21, no. 43, 2021, www.iai.it/sites/default/files/iaip2143.pdf.



RAI -in partnership with CMG-provided
praising coverage of China on the
occasion of Beijing's pandemic
assistance to Italy.

Mediaset has longstanding ties with
China Media Group.

Il Sole 24 Ore  - Italy's most influential
economic-financial newspaper- signed
a memorandum of understanding with
China's Economic Daily. It has been  
criticized for hosting advertisements
paid for by the Pcc's official press
organ, the People's DailyPhoto : Il Sole 24 Ore



Graph: Ghiretti, Francesca , and Lorenzo Mariani. “One Belt One Voice: Chinese Media in Italy.” IAI Papers, vol. 21, no.
43, 2021, www.iai.it/sites/default/files/iaip2143.pdf.



*76 % of Italians learn news from online sources, with Facebook being the main social
media used for news, exposing themselves to Chinese disinformation campaigns 

An investigation by the journalist Giulia Pompili, discovered several news sites and pages :

Online sphere

Not registered in court (mandatory for newspapers in Italy);
Publish content from the China Media Group;
IP address belonging to Tencent, a Chinese company linked to Xi.

Italo-Chinese Influencers have also a great role in contributing to disinformation and
positive portrait of China

"veneziapost.com," 
"romajournal.org," 
"Italia finanziere" 

*Freedom House. “Italy: Beijing’s Global Media Influence 2022 Country Report.” Freedom House, 2023, freedomhouse.org/it/country/italy/beijings-global-
media-influence/2022. Accessed 14 Nov. 2023.



China Radio International
correspondent Liu Pai

“share Chinese culture
with my Italian friend” but
controlled by China.
Host at TGCOM24

Italian Ilham Mounssif

took part in at least 10
Italian talk shows
fostering China's optimal
policies in dealing with
COVID



Italy’s response

 Peak in 2020*, driven by
Chinese aid during the
pandemic, admiration of
China's crisis management
and positive media
coverage (fostered by RAI). 

Italy implemented
measures to counter
foreign influence,
investigating interference
in key economic sectors,
and limiting
telecommunications
companies like Huawei

Still substantial presence
in telecommunication

In 2021 more cautious, the
percentage who see China
as a threat has increased.

Think tanks intensified
research on China and its
influence.

Parliamentary Committee
on the Security of the
Republic, initiated an
investigation in 2021 to
assess Italy's vulnerability
to external interference 

  Italian lawmakers
condemn human rights
violations in Xinjiang

Public opinion Market Society

*Freedom House. “Italy: Beijing’s Global Media Influence 2022
Country Report.” Freedom House, 2023,

freedomhouse.org/it/country/italy/beijings-global-media-
influence/2022. Accessed 14 Nov. 2023.



The Influence
of Chinese

Propaganda in Japan



China Japan

Nuclear plant wastewater problem 

Nuclear plant waste water
is unsafe

The release of nuclear plant
waste water to the sea based

on scientific evidence

・Propaganda
・The regulation
of exports

The influence on our life



The details of the propaganda

In the first five months of 2023 after the IAEA decided the final
plan, Chinese diplomats and state media have tweeted more

than 300 times, already exceeding the total number of mentions
in 2022.

These accounts are likely related to the CCP's past covert
operations in social media. The coordination of covert and overt

approaches is usually intended to spread a narrative for
strategic purposes.





The graph shows the number of tweets against
Fukushima nuclear wastewater

 https://www.nikkei.com/article/DGXZQOCB010GM0R00C23A9000000/ 



Negative image of marine
products in Japan

The increase of prank
calls from China

 Reputational Damage

What is the change before and after propaganda?

https://www.nikkei.com/article/DGXZQOCB010GM0R00C23A9000000/

https://www.nikkei.com/article/DGXZQOCB010GM0R00C23A9000000/


Very concerned

Relatively 
concerned Cannot judge

Not too 
concerned 

Not worried at all

https://www.nippon.com/ja/japan-data/h01816/



・Hosting the G7
At the beginning of 2023, Japan assumed the presidency of the Group of Seven (G7) from Germany.

G7 G7 and Japan



The content 

- Chinese media and
diplomats look down

on Japan
- Return to history

Chinese Social
Media attempts to

lower Japanese
impression 



Disinformation about Fukushima nuclear plant wastewater

Countermeasures in Japan

Increase of
budget for

disinformation 

70 billion yen



Disinformation 

Japanese response 

Set a counter online
 in case you find false

information

Enhance transparency
and accontablity

International dialogue



Conclusions

“hide our capabilities, and bide our time”
Deng Xiaoping


